
 

 

 

 

 

Online 

This beginner-level course teaches you the basics you’ll need to get started with reporting using ACL Analytics and 

ACL Results Lite. It’s perfect for beginner users of ACL Analytics and new users of Results who want the ability to 

automate remediation workflows and present their results to key stakeholders through compelling visualizations.  

Who should take this course? 

This course is a brief introduction to ACL Results, designed for new and beginner users who want to learn the 

concepts and features needed to start using ACL Results as a part of their ACL Analytics data analysis process. 

Knowledge level Basic 

Field of study ◦  Computer software and applications  

Prerequisites  Basics of ACL Analytics (ACL 100) 

Advanced preparation N/A 

Recommended CPE credits 3.0 

Most recent review date November 29, 2017 

Delivery method Self-study 

Expiration date One year from registration date 

In order to be eligible to receive CPE credits, you must pass the final exam (with a minimum score of 70%) within 

one year of registering for this course. 

 



 

 

 

What is it about? 

This beginner-level course teaches you the basics you’ll need to get started with using ACL 

Analytics together with ACL Results. After taking this course, you’ll be able to navigate the ACL 

Results platform, import data from ACL Analytics, automate remediation workflows, and create 

visualizations and storyboards.  

How can I register? 

If you have an active ACL software subscription, you can register from the course catalog on ACL 

Academy. 

What will I learn? 

The course is organized into the following four sections: 

1. Setting up Results 

◦  Navigate features of Results 

◦  Create data containers in Results to organize data 

◦  Assign access to relevant parties so they can view and participate in the workflow 

◦  Import data from ACL Analytics to Results 

◦  Identify when to leverage the most appropriate feature(s) in a given scenario 

2. Automating issue remediation 

◦  Manually process records that require follow-up 

◦  Create and configure questionnaires to gather follow-up responses 

◦  Design a process workflow 

◦  Create and configure triggers to automate follow-up actions 

◦  Create and configure metrics to track key indicators 

  

https://academy.acl.com/catalog


 

 

 

3. Reporting results with visualizations 

◦  Filter and sort tables in the table view of an interpretation 

◦  Add different types of visualizations to a storyboard or interpretation 

◦  Apply visualization best practices 

◦  Determine which visualizations are best in certain contexts  

◦  Inspect outliers and trends by drilling down into visualizations 

◦  Present results of your analysis through storyboards 

4. More reporting 

◦  Export data from an ACL Analytics table to other file formats 

◦  Export the ACL Analytics log 

Policies & statements 

For information on ACL Academy's policies and statements, including CPE eligibility, exam 

retake policy, refund policy, complaint resolution policy etc. please refer to About CPE 

accreditation on ACL Academy. 

Official NASBA registration statement 

ACL Services Ltd. is registered with the National Association of State Boards of 

Accountancy (NASBA), as a sponsor of continuing professional education on the 

National Registry of CPE Sponsors. State boards of accountancy have final authority 

on the acceptance of individual courses for CPE credit. Complaints regarding 

registered sponsors may be submitted to the National Registry of CPE Sponsors 

through its website: www.nasbaregistry.org. 

https://academy.acl.com/about-cpes
https://academy.acl.com/about-cpes
http://www.nasbaregistry.org/

